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Abstract: Hydrothermal stability is a pertinent issue to address for many industrial applications where percent
levels of water can be present at temperatures ranging from subambient to several hundred degrees. Our
objective is to understand relative stabilities of MOF materials through experimental testing combined with
molecular modeling. This will enable the ultimate design of materials with improved hydrothermal stability,
while maintaining the properties of interest. The tools that we have employed for these studies include
quantum mechanical calculations based upon cluster models and combinatorial steaming methods whereby
a steam stability map was formulated according to the relative stability of different materials. The experimental
steaming method allows for high throughput screening of materials stability over a broad range of steam
levels as well as in-depth investigation of structural transformations under more highly resolved conditions,
while the cluster model presented here yields the correct trends in hydrothermal stability. Good agreement
was observed between predicted relative stabilities of materials by molecular modeling and experimental
results. Fundamental information from these studies has provided insight into how metal composition and
coordination, chemical functionality of organic linker, framework dimensionality, and interpenetration affect
the relative stabilities of PCP materials. This work suggests that the strength of the bond between the
metal oxide cluster and the bridging linker is important in determining the hydrothermal stability of the
PCP. Although the flexibility of the framework plays a role, it is not as important as the metal-linker bond
strength. This demonstration of alignment between experimental and calculated observations has proven
the validity of the method, and the insight derived herein insight facilitates direction in designing ideal MOF
materials with improved hydrothermal stability for desired applications.

1. Introduction

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs), also known as porous
coordination polymers (PCPs), are high surface area inorganic/
organic hybrid materials possessing relatively high thermal
stability.1 As such, PCPs are being evaluated for a number of
applications, including gas adsorption and storage,2 separations,3

catalysis,4 and drug delivery.5 Hydrothermal stability, a com-
bination of thermal stability and resistance to irreversible
reaction with water via hydrolysis, is a critical property for
commercial sorbents. Damage caused to a sorbent by moisture
at process conditions or during regeneration will limit the
usefulness of the sorbent. In order to evaluate and predict this
important characteristic, herein we describe the development
of a laboratory high throughput hydrothermal stability test and
a complementary qualitative model to predict the hydrothermal
stability for PCPs.

The primary purpose for developing the model was to allow
for the prediction of the relative hydrothermal stability of PCPs,
rather than a prediction for absolute conditions at which a given
PCP would structurally decompose. The model becomes more
quantitative when combined with experimental data. In this way,
theory can be used to guide experimentalists toward new
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structures as well as away from PCPs that are predicted to be
unstable with respect to hydrolysis.

The reaction of water with the metal oxide clusters (hydration)
in metal organic frameworks could involve ligand displacement
and/or hydrolysis. The ligand displacement reaction involves
inserting a water molecule into a metal-ligand bond of the PCP
as shown in eq 1:

During the hydrolysis reaction, the metal-ligand bond is
broken and water dissociates into a hydroxide anion and proton.
The hydroxide anion bonds to the metal, and the proton binds
to the displaced ligand as shown in eq 2:

Greathouse and Allendorf used empirical force fields and
molecular dynamics to simulate the interaction of water with
IRMOF-1 to predict that IRMOF-1 is unstable once exposed to
minor water exposure.6 Although these calculations are con-
sistent with the observed hydrothermal instability of IRMOF-1
(vide infra), the force fields used in these simulations are not
realistic models of breaking and forming bonds during reaction.

Quantum mechanics was used to model the reaction of water
with metal organic frameworks to avoid force field issues.
Quantum mechanics does not require parameters for every
metal-ligand pair and can model hydrolysis reactions which
involve the breaking of O-H bonds. Unfortunately, quantum
mechanics requires orders of magnitude more computational
effort than force field calculations. However, PCPs are amenable
to simplified cluster studies since much of the organic linker is
not directly involved in the reaction between water and metal
oxide clusters. A simple model of PCP connectivity can be built
by replacing a linking ligand with a much simpler linker
containing the same functional group bound to the metal. For
example, one can replace terephthalate with acetate in MOF-5
(aka IRMOF-1) to yield the Zn4O(O2CCH3)6 cluster. Thus, the
Zn4O(O2CH3)6 cluster should have similar chemistry to the
Zn4O(O2CR)6 clusters in the IRMOF-1 series. An added benefit
is that PCP frameworks are flexible,7 which suggests that the
framework may not impose significant constraints on the metal
oxide cluster during reactions. This framework flexibility also
implies that a cluster approach to modeling the chemistry of
PCPs may be valid.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. General Synthetic Procedures. All reagents and solvents
employed were commercially available as follows and used as
supplied without further purification from the following sources:
Sigma-Aldrich, N,N′-dimethylformamide g99.8% (DMF), zinc
nitrate hexahydrate 98% (Zn(NO3)2 ·6H2O), copper nitrate hemi-
pentahydrate 98% (Cu(NO3)2 ·2.5H2O), chromium(III) nitrate non-
ahydrate 99% (Cr(NO3)3 · 9H2O), benzenedicarboxylic acid 98%
(H2BDC), 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid 98% (H2DOBDC), 1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxylic acid 95% (H3BTC), trimethyl 1,3,5-benzen-
etricarboxylate 98% (Me3BTC), 4,4′-dipyridyl 98% (bipy), 1,
4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-octane 98% (DABCO), 2-methylimidazole

99% (H-MeIM), methanol (MeOH); Acros, triethylamine 99%
(TEA); Aaper, ethyl alcohol 200 proof (EtOH).

IRMOF-1, Zn4O(BDC)3, was synthesized according to the
literature procedure.8 The crystals were collected by repeated
centrifugation and thorough DMF washing (3×, 1 h each) followed
by dry acetone washing (4-5 times, 4-5 days each). The white
powder was then dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen
for at least 4 h. All samples were stored in a desiccator to avoid
moisture adsorption. Before gas adsorption analysis, IRMOF-1 was
heated to 125 °C under dynamic vacuum for 16 h.

MOF-69C, Zn3(OH2)(BDC)2, was synthesized according to the
literature procedure.9 The crystals were exchanged with DEF (2×)
and CHCl3 (5×, 4 days), solvent was decanted, and the resultant
material was dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen
for at least 4 h. All samples were stored in a desiccator to avoid
moisture adsorption.

Zn-MOF-74, Zn2(DOBDC), was synthesized according to the
literature procedure.9 The crystals were exchanged with DMF (2×)
and MeOH (5×, 6 days), solvent was decanted, and the resultant
material was dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen
for at least 4 h. All samples were stored in a desiccator to avoid
moisture adsorption. Before gas adsorption analysis, Zn-MOF-74
was heated to 150 °C under dynamic vacuum for 16 h.

MOF-508b, Zn(BDC)(bipy)0.5, was synthesized according to
literature procedures.10 The crystals were exchanged with DMF
(2×) and hexanes (2×, 2 days), filtered, and washed with hexanes
before being dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen for
at least 4 h. All samples were stored in a desiccator to avoid
moisture adsorption. Before gas adsorption analysis, MOF-508b
was heated to 200 °C under dynamic vacuum for 16 h.

Zn-BDC-DABCO, Zn2(BDC)2(DABCO), was synthesized ac-
cording to literature procedures.11 The white powder was collected
by filtration, washed with DMF, and resuspended in MeOH. The
solvent was exchanged with stirring (11×, 5 days), and the material
was dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen for at least
4 h. All samples were stored in a desiccator to avoid moisture
adsorption. Before gas adsorption analysis, Zn-BDC-DABCO was
heated to 125 °C under dynamic vacuum for 25 h.

HKUST-1, Cu3(BTC)2(H2O)3,12a was synthesized solvother-
mally using EtOH as the solvent according to the literature
procedure.12b The blue powder was filtered and washed with EtOH
before being dried at 100 °C in a furnace with flowing nitrogen for
at least 4 h, resulting in a purple powder. All samples were stored
in a desiccator to avoid moisture adsorption. Before gas adsorption
analysis, HKUST-1 was heated to 170 °C under dynamic vacuum
for 16 h.

Cr-MIL-101, Cr3F(H2O)2O(BDC)3 ·nH2O, was synthesized and
ethanol activated and dried according to the literature procedure.13

Before gas adsorption analysis, Cr-MIL-101 was heated to 100 °C
under dynamic vacuum for 16 h.

Al-MIL-110, Al8(OH)12{(OH)3(H2O)3}[BTC]3, was synthesized,
filtered, water washed, and dried according to literature proce-
dures.14 Before gas adsorption analysis, Al-MIL-110 was MeOH
activated according to literature procedures and heated to 85 °C
under dynamic vacuum overnight.
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Al-MIL-53, Al(OH)[BDC], was synthesized, filtered, water
washed, and dried according to literature procedures.15 Calcination
was performed at 375 °C for 6 h under nitrogen to remove occluded
BDC species from pores. Before gas adsorption analysis, Al-MIL-
110 was heated to 150 °C under dynamic vacuum overnight.

Zn(MeIM)2 · (DMF) · (H2O)3, (named ZIF-8 in ref 16b) was
synthesized, purified by density separation, methanol activated, and
dried according to the literature procedure.16 Before gas adsorption
analysis, ZIF-8 was heated to 300 °C under dynamic vacuum for
18 h.

2.2. High Throughput Hydrothermal Stability Testing. For
hydrothermal stability testing, the solvent-exchanged, dried PCP
material is used as received (if in powder form) or placed through
a mesh screen if larger agglomerates are present. A small quantity
(<1/2 cm height) is loaded into each of the quartz tubes, and the
material is heated to a specified temperature overnight in flowing
nitrogen. The high throughput heat treatment unit contains 48
parallel heaters arrayed in six rows and eight columns. Steam is
generated by combining a liquid source and a gas source inside
heated quartz blenders. The steam is then delivered by row to the
48 fritted quartz tube reactors.

For PCP materials, the steaming experiments were designed to
split one batch of material among several reactors under different
conditions. Replicate conditions were included in the experimental
design when material quantities allowed. The conditions were
chosen to cover as wide a range as possible of temperatures and
steam levels tailored to each material, in order to determine
hydrothermal stability limits evaluated by crystallinity and phase
changes through X-ray diffraction (XRD).

PCP samples were taken out of a dry environment and handled
in air while loading into the unit, keeping the loading time as short
as possible to minimize adsorption of water from the air. Once
loaded, the samples were kept under flowing nitrogen throughout
the run. Each steaming run typically had an overnight “activation”
hold under nitrogen flow at a temperature particular to each material,
followed by a ramp to the target steam temperature. Steam (nitrogen
and water mix) was introduced for 2 h and then cut off, at
temperature, to purge the atmosphere for 30 min. Samples were
then cooled to room temperature, quickly unloaded from the unit
in air, photographed, and submitted for GADDS powder XRD
analysis. Data were collected on a Bruker AXS GADDS diffrac-
tometer, which is equipped with an automated XYZ stage for sample
positioning. Data were collected over the 2Θ range from at least
4° to 35°, in 0.05° steps via 30 s scans.

2.3. Other Characterization Details. For bulk PCP samples,
and for those samples not analyzed via the high-throughput
diffractometer described above, powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns were obtained on a Scintag XDS 2000 (Cu KR) over the
range 2-56° 2θ with a step size of 0.02° 2θ and a 1 s integration
time per step. Elemental analysis was accomplished by ICP and
Leco (C, N). Sample surface area and pore volume measurements
were determined from N2 40-point isotherm data using a Micromer-
itics ASAP 2400 instrument. Samples were activated before analysis
as described in the Introduction. Micropore volumes were calculated
using the t-plot method. Microscopic characterization was carried
out on JEOL 7401 (high resolution), Zeiss EVO 50, and/or Hitachi
S-2600N scanning electron microscopes.

2.4. Calculational Details. The quantum mechanical calculations
were carried with the program DMOL3 from Accelrys, Inc.17 The
DND basis set with medium precision was used. The gga(p91)
functional was used.18 Transition states were determined with QST/
LST reaction path methods.19 Models involving second or third
row transition metals and lanthanides included scalar relativistic
effects.20

3. Results

3.1. Test of Cluster Model. The cluster approach was tested
by predicting energies of ligand displacement and hydrolysis
and activation energies for ligand displacement for cluster
models of four different PCPs with quantum mechanical
calculations and by comparing the energies with experimentally
observed hydrothermal stability. The metal-oxide acetate
clusters Zn4O(O2CCH3)6, Cu2(O2CCH3)4, and Cr3O(CO2CH3)6F
and imidizolate cluster Zn12(mIM)16Cl8 were used as models
of the metal oxide clusters in MOF-5,8 HKUST-1,12 and MIL-
101,13 and ZIF-8,16 respectively. Two water molecules were
added to the cluster models of Cu2(O2CCH3)4 and
Cr3O(CO2CH3)6F to complete the geometric coordination of the
metal atoms before hydrolysis or ligand displacement reactions.
The predicted energies for hydrolysis and ligand displacement
are shown in Table 1. The activation energy for ligand
displacement is included in Table 1, as well. Note that the
predicted energies for hydrolysis and ligand displacement are
uncorrelated and predicted activation energies for ligand
displacement correlate with the observed hydrothermal stabilities
for MOF-5, HKUST-1, and MIL-101. This implies that hydro-
thermal stability in under kinetic control in our experiments.

Geometries of predicted reactants, products, and transition
states for ligand displacement reaction in the three carboxylate
cluster complexes are shown in Figure 1 and are included in
the Supporting Information. Note that water molecules in the
reactant complexes tend to have their protons directed at the
oxygen of the cluster complex which form hydrogen bonds with
the complex. Hydrogen bonding appears to be an important part
of the interaction between water in the second coordination shell
and the metal oxide cluster. The carboxylate in the transition
state of all these complexes has changed from η2 to η1

coordination and has opened up a coordination site on the metal
for the water molecule. The water molecule ends up bridging
the metal and the carboxylate with a proton pointing at the
displaced oxygen atom of the carboxylate and the oxygen
coordinated to the metal.

3.2. Experimental Hydrothermal Stability Testing. The most
critical test of the cluster model is validation via comparison to
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Table 1. Hydrolysis (hyd), Ligand Displacement (disp) Reaction
and Activation Energy of Displacement (in kcal/mol) Predicted for
Reactions of Water with PCP Cluster Models

complex PCP ∆Ehyd ∆Edisp ∆E‡
disp

Zn4OAc6 MOF-5 -7.3 0.1 11.6
Cu2Ac4(H2O)2 HKUST-1 -8.8 13.9 28.9
Cr3OAc6F(H2O)2 MIL-101 -26.9 7.9 35.8
Zn12(mIM)16Cl8 ZIF-8 -4.0 -3.2 55.7
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experimentally derived results. Experimental hydrothermal
stability data were generated by subjecting PCP samples to
relevant steaming conditions in a combinatorial chemistry heat
treatment unit followed by analysis in a high-throughput X-ray
diffractometer. Initial experimental work showed that MOF-5
is unstable with respect to even low levels of water, particularly
at low temperature. This observation is consistent with other
literature reports.21 For example, XRD patterns for MOF-5
exposed to flowing dry nitrogen for 2 h at temperatures from
40 to 100 °C show no structural degradation (Figure 2A).
However, exposure of MOF-5 to the same conditions but with

1 mol % steam rather than dry nitrogen resulted in structural
transformation, as evidenced by XRD (Figure 2B).22 XRD also
suggests that pure BDC linker did not recrystallize within the
pore structure of MOF-5 as a result of the steaming process.
This indicates that the hydration reaction does not necessarily
break down the framework completely. Surface area loss was
also significant (see Supporting Information, Table S1).

HKUST-1 was significantly more stable to steam than MOF-
5. No structural transformation was observed by XRD at 50
mol % steam at temperatures up to 200 °C (Figure 3, left panels).

(21) Huang, L.; Wang, H.; Chen, J.; Wang, Z.; Sun, J.; Zhao, D.; Yan, Y.
Microporous Mesoporous Mater. 2003, 58, 105–114.

(22) (a) Hausdorf, S.; Wagler, J.; Mossig, R.; Mertens, F. O. R. L. J. Phys.
Chem. A 2008, 112, 7567–7576. (b) Kaye, S. S.; Dailly, A.; Yaghi,
O. M.; Long, J. R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 14176–14177.

Figure 1. Ligand displacement reaction for MOF-5 (A), HKUST-1 (B), MIL-101 (C), and ZIF-8 (D). Structures represent reactant, transition state, and
hydrolysis product clusters for each PCP, respectively. Color scheme: gray, C; red, O; white, H; light blue, Zn; purple, Cu; dark green, Cr; pink, F; light
green, Cl; and dark blue, N.
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Since HKUST-1 thermally decomposes irreversibly above about
250 °C,9 the spectrum for the 300 °C treatment shows complete
loss of structure (Figure 3, top left). In the case of MOF-5,
surface area (Table S1) loss is evident, even after mild
temperature exposure to 25 mol % steam. SEM images also
show evidence of structural transformation (see Supporting
Information, section V).

MIL-101 begins to show transformation to a higher temper-
ature structure between ∼250 and 300 °C, as evidenced by the
steady loss of low angle reflections in XRD spectra (see Figure
3, center panels). MIL-101 also changes from its characteristic
green color to brown as the temperature of the steaming
experiment is increased (see Figure S1). It is interesting that
color changes are only observed (from green to brown) as
temperature increases across all steam levels. Color changes
are not observed for increasing steam levels at each temperature
level. Again, overall physical properties of steamed MIL-101
are affected by the relative exposure to steam (Table S1 and
SEM images in Supporting Information).

A PCP constructed from imidizolate rather than carboxylate
linkers, Zn(MeIM)2 · (DMF) · (H2O)3 (also known as ZIF-8), was
also prepared and exposed to hydrothermal treatment.16 Unlike
MOF-5, HKUST-1, and MIL-101, this PCP was not significantly
degraded structurally at 50 mol % steam at up to 300 °C (Figure
3, right panels). This result is in line with the literature16b and
the ∆E‡ (55.7 kcal/mol) predicted by modeling. While SEM
images show a slight change in morphology, the surface area
of ZIF-8 remains unchanged after steaming (see Supporting
Information, Table S1 and section V).

Figure 2. XRD patterns for MOF-5 under dry nitrogen (A) and 1 mol % steam at 40, 60, 80, and 100 °C (bottom to top).

Figure 3. XRD patterns for HKUST-1, MIL-101 (linker impurity at 10.8°
2θ), and ZIF-8 under 50 mol % steam for 2 h at 85, 200, and 300 °C (bottom
to top). Small sticks in each spectrum represent simulated reflections generated
from literature CIF files for HKUST-1,12a MIL-101,13 and ZIF-8.16b

15838 J. AM. CHEM. SOC. 9 VOL. 131, NO. 43, 2009
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4. Discussion

4.1. Hydrothermal Stability. Regarding hydrothermal stabil-
ity, it is clear from results reported above that ZIF-8 is unique
when compared to the other PCPs discussed above. That is,
ZIF-8 was observed and calculated to be more hydrothermally
stable than PCPs bridged by carboxylates. In the case of
carboxylates, the ligand has changed from η2 to η1 bonding
during the ligand displacement reaction. In other words, the
formally three-center, two-electron bond between the metal and
two oxygen atoms of the linker has become a two-center, two-
electron bond between the metal and only one oxygen atom of
the linker. The carboxylate anion can accommodate this
changing from two bonds formed between the metal and two
oxygen atoms with -1/2 charge and one bond formed between
the metal and an oxygen with a -1 charge. This change in the
metal carboxylate bonding lowers the activation and reaction
energy during the ligand displacement reaction. In the case of
imidizolates, the ligands are bonded η1 to the metal and must
break one of two metal-ligand bonds during the ligand
displacement reaction. Imidazolates will tend to be more
hydrothermally stable than carboxylates because a metal-ligand
bond must be broken, while carboxylates can still maintain a
metal-ligand bond during ligand displacement reaction. PCPs
synthesized from linkers which are bonded η1 to the metal will
be more stable than linkers which are bonded η2 to the metal.

It was also observed that PCPs containing 6-coordinate
(usually octahedral) metal ions tend to be more stable than those
containing 4-coordinate (usually tetrahedral) metal ions. One
explanation is that more space is available for a water molecule
to coordinate to a tetrahedrally coordinated metal than a metal
with octahedral coordination. This in turn lowers the barrier
for linker displacement. For example, MOF-5 is less stable than
Zn-MOF-74.9 This trend should hold for other bridging linkers
as well. For instance, the PCPs composed of infinite rods of
metal oxides were modeled as 1D infinite chains.9 These points
will be discussed in more detail below.

It is also important to consider the effect of the oxidation
state of the metal (ZIF-8) or metal cluster (MOF-5, HKUST-1,
MIL-101) during hydration. It is expected that the higher the
oxidation state on the metal or metal cluster, the higher the
relative stability is (or will be) toward reaction with water. In
order to compare clusters to individual metals, one can take
the charge of the cluster and divide it by the total number of
metals in the cluster. For example, for the Zn4O6+ cluster found
in MOF-5, the relative positive charge per Zn is 1.5, while the
relative positive charges per Cu in HKUST-1 and Cr in MIL-
101 are 2.0 in each case. Qualitatively, this suggests that the
secondary building units (SBUs) of HKUST-1 and MIL-101
should form more stable bonds with their respective linkers than
the MOF-5 SBU does with BDC linkers. In a similar way, one
can reason that individual Zn atoms which possess a 2+
oxidation state in ZIF-8 will form stronger metal-linker bonds
than those between the Zn4O6+ SBU and six BDC linkers. This
would lead us to predict that ZIF-8 would be more stable to
hydration reactions than MOF-5. However, it should be noted
that this prediction does not take into account the obvious
difference between imidizolate nitrogen atom-metal bonds and
carboxylate oxygen-metal bonds strength. As mentioned above,
the zinc-nitrogen bonds in ZIF-8 would be expected to be
stronger than the zinc-oxygen bonds in MOF-5.

For the three metal carboxylate PCPs, another simple way
to predict PCP stability to water would be to consider relative

metal-oxygen strengths from common metal oxides. The trend
for divalent first-row transition metal-oxygen bond strengths
in metal oxides is to decrease as one proceeds from, e.g., FeO
(468 kJ/mol) to CrO (374 kJ/mol) to CuO (372 kJ/mol) to ZnO
(365 kJ/mol). See Table S2. From these values alone we might
predict HKUST-1 would be slightly more stable with respect
to reaction with water than MOF-5, and because MIL-101 has
trivalent Cr (Cr2O3 at 465 kJ/mol), we might predict it to be
somewhat more moisture-stable than HKUST-1. These predic-
tions are qualitatively correct, but the subtleties of the overall
oxidation state and resultant stability of the SBUs rather than
the metal cations are not revealed in this simple analysis. It is
only upon combining these concepts that one would predict that
MOF-5 is significantly less stable than HKUST-1, and that MIL-
101 is likely more stable than HKUST-1 (although not to the
degree expected on the basis of metal-oxygen bond strengths
alone).

Note that ligand substitution rates (kinetics) have not been
considered here. Our model takes into account only the
equilibrium ground and transition state configurations. This
means that even though it would be expected that Cr3+, being
inert23 with respect to ligand exchange reactions in general,
might react so slowly with water that complexes containing this
cation would be expected to be more stable with respect to
reaction with water vapor than other more labile trivalent cations
such as Fe3+ and Al3+. Experimentally, “accelerated” screening
at elevated temperature and long exposure times ensure opera-
tion under thermodynamic rather than kinetic control. Regarding
the group of M2+ cations discussed here, ligand exchange
reaction rates should be rapid and similar enough among the
group to neglect kinetic considerations for hydrolysis and ligand
displacement.24

4.2. Virtual High Throughput Screening of PCPs. In the first
section, it was established that the cluster model can effectively
rank the relative stability of a PCP with respect to reaction with
water among four reference PCPs. To further develop the model,
a scan of activation energies for ligand displacement for several
other PCPs was then carried out. A sampling of those, for which
experimental results were also determined, will be discussed
here (Table 2). The samples, which include MOF-5, HKUST-
1, and MIL-101 as reference points, are listed from the least
(MOF-69C9) to most (Al-MIL-5315) stable with respect to
reaction with water vapor, as determined via VHTS. The relative
ranking determined experimentally is slightly different. Com-
ments regarding the experimental results appear in the last
column in Table 2.

4.3. SBU Contributions to Hydrothermal Stability. In at-
tempting to explain the results of the modeling and experimental
data, several important factors to consider include dimensionality
of the metal-containing SBU, stability of the SBU itself, and
SBU connectivity in the PCP structure. All of these factors,
and perhaps several others, determine the resultant effect on
stability with respect to reaction with water vapor. While the
Zn4O6+ cluster SBU itself (Figure 4a) is stable in solution,25

the SBU bonds with BDC in a 0D (i.e., all metal SBUs are
connected to linkers only and not to other metal-containing

(23) See general comparisons provided in the following: (a) Douglas, B. E.;
McDaniel, D. H.; Alexander, J. J. Concepts and Models of Inorganic
Chemistry; John Wiley and Sons: New York, 1983; pp 334-335. (b)
Baes, C. F., Jr.; Mesmer, R. E. Hydrolysis of Cations; Krieger
Publishing: Malabar, FL, 1976; pp 407-409.

(24) Gray, H. B.; Langford, C. H. Chem. Eng. News 1968, 68.
(25) Clegg, W.; Harbron, D. R.; Homan, C. D.; Hunt, P. A.; Little, I. R.;

Straughan, B. P. Inorg. Chim. Acta 1991, 186, 51–60.
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SBUs) fashion are somewhat unstable with respect to reaction
with water vapor. Other Zn2+-containing SBUs have been found
to be even more unstable with respect to reaction with water.
For example, MOF-69C, which can be prepared directly from
MOF-5 by adding water to a DEF solution and allowing crystals
to transform over 1 week (Scheme 1), cannot be exposed to
any moisture or heat treatment at all without complete crystal
degradation. In this case we suspect that in addition to ligand
displacement as described above, the SBU itself is susceptible

to thermal degradation as well as reaction with water. This may
be due to the alternating pairs of edge-sharing, 4-coordinate zinc
cations and a 6-coordinate, corner-only-sharing zinc cation
connected in one-dimensional chains present in the MOF-69C
SBU (Figure 4b). The apexes are likely weak points in this SBU.
Another recent report describes additional MOF-5-related
transformations in the presence of water and other reactants.18a

Alternatively, MOF-508b (an interpenetrated structure)10 or
Zn-BDC-DABCO (noninterpenetrated),11 both of which contain
SBUs of two 5-coordinate zinc cations bridged in a paddlewheel-
type configuration (Figure 4c, such as in HKUST-1) to form
0D PCP structure types, were calculated to be only slightly more
stable with respect to reaction with water than MOF-5.
HKUST-1 is predicted and found to be more stable with respect
to reaction with water vapor than the Zn2+-containing PCPs,
which is consistent with the general observation that Cu2+

aqueous coordination complexes are more stable than corre-
sponding Zn2+ complexes.26

Another Zn-containing SBU is the infinte rod present in MOF-
74.16 In this PCP, the metals exist as edge-sharing octahedra
bridged by the carboxylic acid and hydroxyl functional groups
on the dihydroxybenzenedicarboxylic acid (dhBDC) linker
(Figure 4d). In contrast to the weakly assembled chains in MOF-
69A described above, the chains in MOF-74 are expected to be
extremely robust owing to only edge-sharing between metals
as well as coordination to two types of functional group on each
linker. When solvated, all Zn ions in MOF-74 are 6-coordinate,
and therefore it is expected that the zinc-oxygen bonds of the
linkers will be less susceptible to displacement by incoming

(26) (a) Bunting, J. W.; Thong, K. M. Can. J. Chem. 1970, 48, 1654–
1656. (b) Pletnev, I. V.; Zernov, V. V. Anal. Chim. Acta 2002, 455,
131–142.

Table 2. Characteristics, Calculated Energy of Activation for Ligand Displacement by Water Vapor, and Experimentally Determined Maximal
Structural Integrity for PCPs Modeled and/or Evaluated Experimentally in This Study

PCP linker SBUa SBU detail
inorg

connectb
∆E‡

dispfrom VTHSc

(kcal/mol) experimental summaryd

MOF-69C BDCe chain two 4- and one 6-coordinate Zn 1D unstablek 0% steam, ambient
MOF-5 BDC Zn4O6+ Zn tetramer 0D 11.6 2% steam, 40 °C
MOF-508B BDC and bipyf Zn2

2+ Zn paddlewheel 0D 18.9 5% steam, 100 °C
MIL-110 Me3BTCg Al8(OH)15

9+ Al-octamer 0D 21.2 50% steam, 300 °C
HKUST-1 BTCh Cu2

2+ Cu paddlewheel 0D 28.9 50% steam, 200 °C
Cr-MIL-53 BDC chain corner-shared octahedral 1D 30.5 n.a.
MIL-101 BDC Cr3OF6+ Cr trimer 0D 35.8 50% steam, 325 °C
MOF-74 dhBDCi chain edge-shared octahedral 1D 42.0 50% steam, 325 °C
Al-MIL-53 BDC chain corner-shared octahedral 1D 43.4 25% steam, 350 °C or 50% steam, 225 °C
ZIF-8 MeImj Zn2+ tetrahedral zinc ions 0D 58.5 50% steam, >350 °C

a Metal-containing secondary building unit. b Number of dimensions into which inorganic-only connections are made. c Virtual high throughput
screening. d Most severe conditions at which structural loss is not observed. e Benzenedicarboxylate. f 4,4′-Bipyridine. g Trimethyl
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate. h Benzentricarboxylate. i Dihydroxybenzenedicarboxylate. j Methylimidizolate. k During the hydration reaction simulation,
when the MOF-69C cluster was saturated with water, more than one acetate ligand was displaced with no energy barrier. As such, MOF-69C was
unstable during the calculation, and therefore was predicted to hydrothermally unstable in the laboratory.

Figure 4. Secondary Building Units (SBUs) for Zn2+-containing PCPs:
(a) Zn4O6+ for MOF-5, (b) alternating pairs of edge-sharing tetrahedral
and edge-sharing octohedra in chain formation for MOF-69C, (c) square-
pyramidal Zn2 paddlewheels in MOF-508B and Zn-BDC-DABCO, and (d)
chains of edge-sharing Zn octahedral in MOF-74.

Scheme 1

Figure 5. SBUs for M3+ (M ) Al or Cr) containing PCPs: (a) Cr3-µ-
OF6+ trimers in MIL-101, (b) chains of corner-sharing octahedral in Cr- or
Al-MIL-53, and (c) Al8(OH)15

9+ octamers in MIL-110.
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water molecules. In the fully desolvated (activated) state, each
Zn also has a coordinatively unsaturated, or open, metal site.
When water occupies this site, its removal would involve an
endothermic reaction with a relatively large energy barrier to
insert it into a metal-ligand bond. Therefore, only water in the
second coordination shell is likely to displace a ligand from
the metal and damage the framework. Nevertheless, MOF-74
is predicted, and experimentally determined, to possess good
stability toward reaction with water. Apparently the open metal
site allows the initial water molecules to coordinate without
displacing Zn-linker bonds, resulting in the more stable
6-coordinate situation described above. This suggests that a
small amount of water exposure may actually increase the
overall stability of MOF-74 toward a linker displacement
reaction. This observation is consistent with a recent report on
exposure of HKUST-1 to water vapor at ambient conditions.27

In general, we thus observe that for Zn2+-containing SBUs, how
the metal is coordinated to other metals within the SBU as well
as how each metal is coordinated to the linker(s) present are
critical to its stability with respect to reaction with water vapor.

4.4. Metal Valence Contributions to Hydrothermal
Stability. In contrast to results discussed so far regarding M2+-
containing PCPs, M3+-containing PCPs were calculated to be
more resistant than M2+-containing SBUs with respect to
reaction with water. The type and configuration of the metal
atoms seem to be less significant for M3+-based SBUs. In the
first example, the Cr3-µ-OF6+ trimer SBU28 (Figure 5a) in MIL-
101 has already been observed to be fairly stable with respect
to the hydration reactions described above. This makes intuitive
sense, since the originally reported Cr-containing trimer
Cr3(CH3COO)6OCl(H2O)5

29 is prepared in water, and MIL-101
is prepared hydrothermally in water (solvent) at greater than
200 °C.

The reaction of water vapor with Cr3+-containing Cr-MIL-
53 was also modeled.30 Cr-MIL-53 was found to have compa-
rable stability to reaction with water vapor as Cr-MIL-101 (Table
2). The MIL-53 SBU is composed of infinite chains of corner-
sharing M3+ octahedra bridged by the BDC linker to form 1D
lozenge-shaped pores throughout the PCP (Figure 5b). The
Cr-O bonds between the linker and metal atoms in the 1D
chains of Cr-MIL-53 are about equally resistant to reaction with
water as those of the Cr3-µ-OF6+ trimer in Cr-MIL-101. This
suggests that the relative strength of the M-O bond is a more
important factor than coordination geometry or valence for M3+-
containing-PCPs than for M2+-containing ones. This hypothesis
was confirmed by comparing the calculated stability of isos-
tructural Al-MIL-5315 to Cr-MIL-53. That is, the Al-O bond
in alumina is stronger than the Cr-O bond in Cr(III) oxide (514
compared to 447 kJ/mol, see Table S2). It so follows that the
calculated values for the activation energy of displacement of
BDC linker by water is higher for Al-MIL-53 than for Cr-MIL-
53 (43.5 versus 30.4 kcal/mol, see Table 2). Experimentally,
the higher stability of Al-MIL-53 toward reaction with water
vapor versus Cr-MIL-101 further supports this hypothesis that
Al3+ PCPs will generally be more hydrothermally stable than
Cr3+ PCPs.

Such reasoning can be extended to other Al-containing PCPs,
such as for MIL-11014 (Figure 5c). The metal cations in MIL-
110 are located in octamer SBUs of Al-octahedra linked through
BTC linkers to form 1D channels. There are two trimers of edge-
sharing octahedra and two edge-sharing “capping” octahedra
per octamer SBU. Formally, the caps are AlO3(OH)3 and the
trimers are AlO2(OH)3(H2O) or AlO2(OH)4 depending upon
termination species present. Experimentally, MIL-110 was
determined to have good hydrothermal stability, as Al-MIL-
53. See Table 2.

(27) Yazaydýn, A. O.; Benin, A. I.; Faheem, S. A.; Jakubczak, P.; Low,
J. J.; Willis, R. R.; Snurr, R. Q. Chem. Mater. 2009, 21, 1425–1430.

(28) Serre, C.; Millange, F.; Surble, S.; Ferey, G. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.
2004, 43, 6286–6289.

(29) Figgis, B. N.; Robertson, G. B. Nature 1965, 205, 694–695.

(30) (a) Millange, F.; Serre, C.; Ferey, G. Chem. Commun. 2002, 822. (b)
Serre, C.; Millange, F.; Thouvenot, C.; Nogues, M.; Marsolier, G.;
Louer, D.; Ferey, G. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124, 13519.

Figure 6. Steam stability map for the four PCPs discussed in this paper. The position of the structure for a given MOF represents its maximum structural
stability by XRD measurement, while the energy of activation for ligand displacement by a water molecule determined by molecular modeling is represented
by the magenta number (in kcal/mol).
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5. Conclusions

The modeling and experimental results for the PCPs are
compared in a “steam stability map” in Figure 6. The excellent
correlation between theory and experiment implies that the
activation energies derived from quantum mechanical calcula-
tions of cluster models provide a useful estimate of the relative
hydrothermal stability of PCPs. Fundamental information from
these studies has enabled investigation of how metal composition
and coordination, chemical functionality of organic linker,
framework dimensionality, and interpenetration affect the rela-
tive stabilities of PCP materials. The experimental steaming
method allows for high throughput screening of material stability
over a broad range of steam levels as well as in-depth
investigation of structural transformations under more highly
resolved conditions, while the cluster model presented here
yields the correct trends in hydrothermal stability. This work
suggests that the strength of the bond between the metal oxide
cluster and the bridging linker is important in determining the
hydrothermal stability of the PCP. Although framework flex-
ibility, which has not been discussed here in detail, may play a
role, it is not likely as important as the metal-ligand bond

strength. That is, since experimental samples of PCPs are not
perfect infinite lattices but powders of small crystallites with
significant surface area and defects, the stability of the surface
and defects limits the PCP stability. A small cluster model is a
better model of defects and the surface than an infinite lattice.
This demonstration of alignment between experimental and
calculated observations has proven the validity of the method,
which should soon be used to select and invent hydrothermally
stable PCPs for desired applications.
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